More Lunch Bag Notes: Everyday Advice From A Dad To His Son
Discover a better life with guidance from Dad. If you are looking for advice on dealing with a difficult situation in your life or you just want some help figuring out what to do with your talents and dreams, you will find plenty of support and wisdom in More Lunch Bag Notes. After Al Parisi's battle with brain cancer left him unable to run the company he founded and took public, he created a better job: CEO of the Parisi Family. One of his first initiatives was to write inspirational advice to his children on their lunch bags each day. In this companion book to the original Lunch Bag Notes, Al has written a year's worth of notes to his son, Anthony, and to all teenage boys. These notes contain ideas to help you build strong relationships with friends and family, develop a positive attitude, work toward success, strengthen your faith, use your gifts to serve others, and make sound choices in life. Al and Anthony have also added questions for you to think about and steps you can take to be happier and more successful. Improve your life now with More Lunch Bag Notes. All teens need a boost from time to time, and Lunch Bag Notes delivers. Consider it the new Chicken Soup for the Teenage Soul. — Nashville Parent, Parentworld.com
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**Customer Reviews**

As in the previous Lunch Bag Notes book, the primary author of the book is Al Parisi and the focal point of the book are the notes written by a great dad. But in this book, the recipient of the notes is
Anthony, Al's son. Al's notes to Anthony, shared in the body of this book, are sure to enlighten and inspire any teen or adult. Each note is accompanied by a journal entry, complete with prompting questions. I love Al's insights and have used them as a springboard for discussions with my own children. This book will definitely inspire any parent to put their words of love and encouragement into writing for their children!

excellent buy
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